
Cloud readiness 

assessment

Cloud readiness assessment is a process a company undergoes to determine their 

system’s capabilities and find out whether it’s ready to migrate to the cloud. It gives 

the organization a clear understanding of what needs to be done and ensures a 

seamless move to the cloud.
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Organization processes readiness;


Application landscape discovery;


Infrastructure assessments;


Security and Compliance requirements;



Future scaling aspects


Cloud readiness assessment consists of 5 steps:


Assess Plan Deploy Optimize

Your migration journey roadmap

Ready to migrate to the cloud? 

Find out if you check out all the boxes



Business objectives and desired outcomes for the migration defined


Workloads evaluated


Infrastructure and security requirements assessed


Technologies defined


Human resources assessed


Cloud operating model established



Inventory and gap analysis of current IT infrastructure made


Migration strategy chosen



Dependency map drawn




Tests run





Whether you’re moving your legacy application into the cloud or optimizing an existing cloud solution that you are not happy about, 

it’s not always a smooth sailing. Symphony Solutions will help you make the most out of the cloud.



Our Application 

Assessment services:


Security services


Cloud Economics


DevOps and Operations


- Penetration testing


- Secure Software Development Lifecycle


Additional Application 

Assessment services:


Code analysis and application architecture 
to identify cloud-readiness state.


Infrastructure architecture review and optimization suggestions.


Study the current app test and deploy procedure to ensure we can 
properly handle new features delivery or maintenance operations.


About Symphony Solutions


Do you need for information 

on cloud readiness assessment?


Get in toucH

Symphony Solutions is a Cloud Transformation Company with headquarters in Amsterdam and offices in the USA, 

Netherlands, Ukraine, Poland, Macedonia, and Belgium. In 2020, the company launched a virtual office Symphony 

Anywhere and continues to spread their mission globally. The company offers custom software development 

services to over 35 of its clients in Europe and North America.



